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ABSTRACT

Ground-based spectrometers have been deployed to measure the concentration, velocity, and temperature of

ozone in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT), using low-cost satellite television electronics to observe

the 11.072-GHz line of ozone. The ozone line was observed at an altitude near 95 km at 388N, 718W using three

spectrometers located at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Haystack Observatory (Westford, Massa-

chusetts), Chelmsford High School (Chelmsford, Massachusetts), and Union College (Schenectady, New York),

each pointed south at 88 elevation. Observations from 2009 through 2014 were used to derive the nightly averaged

seasonal variation of the 95-kmaltitudemeridional wind velocity, as well as the seasonally averaged variation of the

meridional windwith local solar time. The results indicate a seasonal trend inwhich the winds at 95 km are directed

southward at about 10ms21 in the summer of the Northern Hemisphere and northward at about 10m s21 in the

winter. Nighttime data from 25 to 15 local solar time show a gradual transition of the meridional wind velocity

from about 220 to 20ms21. These variations correlate well with nighttime wind measurements using 557.7-nm

optical airglow observations from theMillstoneHill high-resolutionFábry–Perot interferometer (FPI) inWestford.

1. Introduction

The Mesospheric Ozone System for Atmospheric In-

vestigations in the Classroom (MOSAIC) is an educational

project focused on ground-based observations of the rela-

tively weak microwave line of ozone at 11.0724545GHz

(Pickett et al. 1998) in the upper mesosphere using low-cost

satellite television (TV) electronics. Along with its primary

goal of providing locally acquired data to aid in the teaching

of data analysis methods and statistics to high school stu-

dents, MOSAIC provides an ongoing source of science-

quality data on mesospheric ozone variations, and the data

are publicly available online.1 The ozone in the upper me-

sosphere ismeasured byMOSAICusing a satellite TV low-

noise block downconverter, followed by an intermediate

frequency downconverter and analog-to-digital converter.

To increase the strength of the line, the antenna beam is

pointed an elevation of 88 to increase the pathlength

through the atmosphere. The ozone in the upper meso-

sphere is at low pressure, so a narrow Doppler broadened

line originating from an altitude of about 95km stands out
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from the pressure-broadened line from the ozone at lower

altitudes. In this paper we assume a nominal altitude for the

secondary maximum of the nighttime ozone to be 95km

(Smith andMarsh 2005). We also assume based on satellite

measurements (Gao et al. 2012) that the 557.7-nm oxygen

line originates from the same altitude. A complete de-

scription of the instrument and measurements of the sea-

sonal and diurnal variations of ozone near the mesopause

for data collected in 2008 were reported by Rogers et al.

(2009). The repeatability of seasonal mesospheric ozone

variations from 2008 through 2011 at six sites in the north-

eastern United States was reported by Rogers et al. (2012).

While the observed line is only about 20mK out of a

background system noise of about 100K, it is never-

theless possible to estimate the average velocity of the

ozone from the small shift in the line center frequency

due to the Doppler shift from the wind at 95km. In this

paper, we report the average nighttimemesospheric wind

from three spectrometers located at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology (MIT)’s Haystack Observatory

(Westford, Massachusetts), Chelmsford High School

(Chelmsford, Massachusetts), and Union College (Sche-

nectady, New York) using data from 2010 through 2014.

These sites have their antenna beams pointing south, al-

lowing the measurement of the meridional wind at a

latitude of 388N and a longitude around 718W, where the

antenna beams intersect the region at 95km.

2. Instrumentation

The velocity data were acquired from a network of

three ozone spectrometers located at the MIT Hay-

stack Observatory (42.6188N, 71.4988W), Union Col-

lege (42.8178N, 73.9288W), and Chelmsford High

School (42.6198N, 71.3678W). The spectrometers are

pointed at azimuths 1908, 1808, and 1728, respectively.
The beam of each spectrometer physically intersects

the ozone layer at 95 km at 388N, 718W, which is in the

Atlantic Ocean about 200 km off the coast ofMaryland.

Data at Haystack were taken from 24 January 2009

through 13 August 2014. Data at Union College were

taken from 19 February 2009 through 8 June 2015. Fi-

nally, data at Chelmsford High School were taken from

25 December 2011 through 8 June 2015. The three

spectrometers use temperature-controlled oven crystal

oscillators at 10MHz as a frequency reference. Tests

were made of the accuracy of the reference by

injecting a test signal at 11.072 454 5GHz from a syn-

thesizer whose reference had been checked against an

atomic clock. The accuracy of the frequency control of

the ozone spectrometers was estimated to be within 7

parts in 109, corresponding to a line-of-sight velocity

accuracy of 2m s21. Ozone spectrometers collect wind

velocity data during nighttime only (Rogers et al.

2009). Daytime data are not available due to the an-

nihilation of most of the ozone at 95 km by ultraviolet

photons from the sun. This reduces the opacity by a

factor of about 10 (Smith and Marsh 2005) and reduces

the signal to a few millikelvins, resulting in an in-

sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Information on the temperature of the ozone in the

mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) can be

obtained from the line shape near the peak, where the

width is determined primarily from the Doppler

broadening of the ozone above about 90 km. However,

the results we report in this paper are obtained from

single-channel spectrometers for which the SNR is in-

sufficient to obtain measurements of temperature with

integration times of less than several weeks. In the fu-

ture, following the spectrometer enhancements, which

will be discussed in section 6, we may be able to obtain

temperatures on time scales of geophysical relevance.

3. Results

Figures 1 and 2 show velocity data from the MOSAIC

spectrometers at Haystack, Union, and Chelmsford. By

convention, negative velocities denote winds directed

southward (northerly wind), and positive velocities de-

note winds directed northward (southerly wind). To

FIG. 1. Seasonal trend in the average velocity of ozone at night. The

error bars are 61s.
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reveal the general seasonal variation, data were aver-

aged over nighttime hours for each day of each year.

Figure 1 shows the weighted mean for each month. The

weighted standard deviation of the errors in each bin

was used to plot the error bars on each data point. We

note that the meridional winds are northerly in the

summer and southerly in the winter. The velocity ap-

pears to cross the zero mark twice, roughly aroundApril

and September, with northerly winds in between and

southerly winds otherwise. The peak-to-peak amplitude

in the average is about 30ms21, considering a minimum

velocity of about 220m s21 in June–July and a maxi-

mum velocity of about 115ms21 in January.

The error bars show significant variation between sites

and with season. The larger errors evident in the average

of Fig. 1 in the summer and to a lesser extent in the

winter are due to lower ozone concentration, which re-

sults in lower SNR (Rogers et al. 2009). The variations

between sites are the result of different weather condi-

tions, which change system noise. For example, in a

period of wet weather, almost all the time with rain will

be lost, while periods with rain clouds will typically raise

the system noise temperature by a factor of 2. We note

that velocity points from the Haystack spectrometer in

January and February are higher than those from the

other two sites. While this is only marginally statistically

significant given the large instrumental noise in the

ozone data, it could be related to a longer time coverage

by the Haystack spectrometer (2009–15) that includes a

period of very low solar activity and potential de-

pendence of MLT winds on solar activity or quasi-

biennial oscillation (Forbes et al. 2008; Oberheide

et al. 2009). In addition, a frequency error could be re-

sponsible. The Haystack spectrometer electronics is the

only one of the network’s three spectrometers whose

data are used in this paper that is located in an unheated

building. The new spectrometers will be equipped with a

stable frequency reference as will be discussed in

section 6.

Figure 2 reveals significant local time variation, in that

there are southward winds from 25 through 11h local

solar time, and northward winds from12 through15 h.

The transition point appears to be within 2h after mid-

night, and the full transition is from about 220

to 125m s21 in amplitude. Data for all the available

years were binned bymonth and averaged for each hour.

The weighted standard deviation in the errors in each

bin was again used to plot the error bars for each data

point. The data and local time variation from all three

sites are in good agreement. Additionally, the magni-

tude in the local time variation appears to be larger than

the magnitude in the seasonal variation, raising the

concern that the observed seasonal behavior may be

influenced by a changing phase of diurnal and semi-

diurnal components of the atmospheric tide. This will be

discussed further in section 5.

4. Comparison with Millstone Hill Fábry–Perot
data

The Millstone Hill high-resolution Fábry–Perot in-

terferometer (FPI) is located near the MIT Haystack

Observatory, specifically at 42.628N, 71.458W, where the

mean local solar time lags behind universal time (UT) by

4h and 46min. The FPI has essentially the same mean

local solar time as the region sampled by the ozone

spectrometers. The instrument has a 100-mm aperture

and is pressure tuned. A standard observation involves

four optical measurements at 458 elevation taken at

azimuths 08, 908, 1808, and 2708, plus a fifth measurement

at the zenith. One of the measured parameters is the

Doppler shift of the 557.7-nm ‘‘green’’ spectral line

nightglow from atomic oxygen, which has peak emission

at an altitude of 95 km with a half-width half-intensity of

8 km (Gao et al. 2012; Phillips et al. 1994). This makes

the altitude of the green line consistent with the altitude

of the ozone line at 95 km.

Because of high optical background illumination from

the solar excitation of atomic oxygen (Hedin et al. 2009),

FIG. 2. Trend in the velocity of ozone averaged over all seasons

with local time where 0 h corresponds to midnight. The error bars

are 61s.
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the FPI does not take measurements during daytime

hours. Scattering from other atmospheric particles and

micrometeors also hampers the ability to acquire precise

measurements during the day. Therefore, our analysis of

the FPI data from the atomic oxygen nightglow is lim-

ited to65.5 h local solar time. The FPI wind data consist

of 692 nights downloaded from the Coupling, Energet-

ics, and Dynamics of Atmospheric Regions (CEDAR)

Archival Madrigal Database2 and cover the period from

1 December 2012 through 6 October 2015.

Figures 3 and 4 compare the average meridional

winds measured by ozone spectrometers and FPI at

different seasons and local solar times, respectively.

Both seasonal and local time variations obtained from

two techniques appear to correlate reasonably well

although the ozone results show a larger seasonal var-

iation and a slightly larger local time variation. These

differences could be partly due to the difference in

latitude sampled by the two techniques. The FPI sam-

pled the MLT at 438N, while the ozone spectrometers

sampled the MLT at 388N. The FPI winds originate

from the north in the summer of the Northern Hemi-

sphere and from the south in the winter. Furthermore,

there is a gradual increase from northerly to southerly

winds between 24 and 15 h local solar time. The un-

certainties given by the FPI data originate from sta-

tistical variations in the wind and are not associated

with instrumental noise, whereas the uncertainties in

the wind velocities from the ozone spectrometers are

largely limited by instrumental noise. In particular,

since the individual FPI instrumental error values are

low (less than 1.0m s21 on average), the errors are es-

timated from the root-mean-square (rms) departure

from the mean in each bin and 3s error bars are plotted

for the FPI data.

Figure 5 provides a more detailed comparison of the

meridional winds measured by the ozone spectrometers

and FPI. Both instruments reveal very similar seasonal

FIG. 3. Comparison of the average meridional velocities of

ozone, with error bars 61s, and the velocities from the oxygen

green line, with error bars 63s, by season.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the average meridional velocities of

ozone, with error bars 61s, and the velocities from the oxygen

green line, with error bars 63s, by local solar time.

FIG. 5. Meridional winds as a function of season and local

time as measured by the (top) ozone spectrometer and (bottom)

Millstone FPI.

2 CEDAR is a U.S. National Science Foundation program for

studies of the upper atmosphere. The community database con-

tainingMillstone Hill FPI data is located online (at http://madrigal.

haystack.mit.edu/).
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structures. In particular, during the equinoxes and

summer season, enhancement in the southward wind is

observed prior to the localmidnight and enhancement in

the northward wind is observed after the local midnight,

indicating the dominance of tidal characteristics in the

measured wind. This behavior weakens in June and is

consistent with seasonal change in the zonal wind as

observed by the FPI (not shown here). Another seasonal

feature is observed in wintertime and includes a weak-

ening of the meridional wind, along with a shift in local

time for a transition from northward to southward wind.

Figure 6 shows these seasonal features in more detail,

illustrating that MOSAIC spectrometer and Millstone

Hill FPI observations of mesospheric wind variations

agree within error bars. We also note that error bars in

August are higher than in November. Variability

changes in this manner could arise from a seasonal dif-

ference in gravity wave drivers due to the filtering effects

of the background zonal wind.

5. Effect of diurnal and semidiurnal tides on mean
meridional wind

An important question in the interpretation of the

nighttime average of meridional wind is whether the

same trend and amplitude would be obtained from data

averaged over a full 24-h day. To examine this question

we performed fits of monthly averaged FPI data using

two approaches. In the first test (FIT 1), data were fit

with a mean and semidiurnal tide, while in the second

test (FIT 2) data were fit with a mean, diurnal, and

semidiurnal tide using several fitting constraints. In the

FIT 2 test, amplitudes and phases of components were

determined using a three-step procedure. During the

first step, data were fit with a mean and semidiurnal tide.

During the second step, residuals obtained from the first

step were fit with a mean and diurnal tide. The third step

used phases of semidiurnal and diurnal tides obtained in

steps 1 and 2 as known variables to obtain a new fit with a

mean, diurnal, and semidiurnal tide. Figure 7 presents

results of these tests and shows tidal amplitudes in the

top plot, a tidal phase for the 12-h wind component in

the middle plot, and a mean wind determined from the

two fitting tests and as a simple nightly average in the

bottom plot. The semidiurnal tide amplitude shows a

significant seasonal variation, with maximums in April–

May and August–September and generally lower tides

during the winter season. The diurnal tide amplitude

is generally around ;5m s21 or lower, as expected

for a midlatitude location where semidiurnal tides in

winds dominate diurnal tides. The time of maximum

FIG. 6. Comparison of ozone spectrometer and Millstone FPI

wind in (top) August and (bottom) November. The error bars for

ozone are 61s and 63s for the oxygen green line.

FIG. 7. Seasonal variation in (top) amplitudes, (middle) phase

(time of maximum), and (bottom) background meridional wind

obtained by Millstone FPI.
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semidiurnal tide remains generally similar, ;3 LT, for

all seasons, with a tendency to later local times in winter.

The mean winds determined from the FIT 1 and FIT 2

tests along with the nightly mean method show good

agreement, with a gradual transition from ;5–10m s21

northward wind in wintertime to ;5–10ms21 south-

ward wind in summertime, in other words, with back-

ground wind directed from the summer hemisphere to

the winter hemisphere.

All mesospheric wind characteristics reported here

are consistent with several other earlier observational

studies, including incoherent scatter radar, WIND

imaging interferometer (WINDII) satellite, and

thermosphere–ionosphere–mesosphere–electrodynamics

general circulation model (TIME-GCM) results for

this location (Goncharenko and Salah 1998; Zhang

et al. 2003). However, the MOSAIC observations

provide a more detailed view of seasonal variations.

Application of tidal fitting procedures described above

for FPI to the MOSAIC meridional wind data shows

similar seasonal behavior, albeit with higher 12-h am-

plitudes and large uncertainties in summer due to the

limited data coverage.

6. Enhancements in ozone spectrometers

While the results in this paper were obtained using the

original single-channel spectrometers described in

Rogers et al. (2009), a six-channel spectrometer was

developed in 2014 and a two-channel spectrometer with

enhanced performance in each channel is currently un-

der test. These new spectrometers use low-cost TV

dongles to replace the custom downconverter and pe-

ripheral component interconnect (PCI) bus analog-to-

digital converter (ADC) card used in the original design.

The two-channel spectrometer, which used both polar-

izations of the low-noise block feed (LNBF), improves

the SNR by a factor of 2 or equivalently achieves the

same SNR as the original units in a quarter of the time.

In addition the power consumption has been reduced

from about 50W to less than 20W through the use of an

Intel Next Unit of Computing (NUC) computer to

replace a full-size PC. Using these improvements, an

array of antennas with multichannel spectrometers

could provide a sufficient SNR to measure mesospheric

winds with much shorter integration time, and it could

even provide sufficient SNR to measure winds during

the day. To improve the frequency calibration, which

may be contributing to the errors in the ozone spec-

trometer data, future spectrometers will be equipped

with a ‘‘chip scale’’ atomic clock or GPS-based fre-

quency reference to bring the long-term stability under 1

part per 109.

7. Conclusions

Our ozone spectrometer–based mesospheric wind

observations compare favorably with the FPI located

nearby. A generally good agreement is observed in

seasonal and local time variations of meridional wind

observed by two types of instruments. Mean meso-

spheric meridional wind is consistent with interhemi-

spheric wind circulation theories in themesosphere, also

known as pole-to-pole flow and described in Houghton

(2002). Earlier work by Yuan et al. (2008) indicated a

summer-to-winter pole-to-pole meridional flow of

17m s21 at 86 km, which is within the range of magni-

tudes that we have observed at 95 km. We conclude that

simple low-cost ozone spectrometers are capable of

providing scientific-quality average wind data on long

time scales. Improvements in sensitivity achieved with

the deployment of larger networks have a significant

future potential for better understanding of the dy-

namics of the mesosphere. Using a global MOSAIC

network, further studies of the meridional and zonal

velocities of ozone could reveal more information about

the earth’s pole-to-pole circulation as well as the dy-

namics of airflow between theMLT and other regions of

Earth’s atmosphere.
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